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CHARACTERISTIC -CLASSES AND" SPECTRAL

SEQUENCES OF ATIYAH-HIRZEBRUCH TYPE

(Preliminary version)

by

Ch.B.Thomas

This paper develops some of the ideas in my survey article

for the First Singapore Topology Conference, June 1985, which

has been available for some time as a preprint (ETH-Zürich). The

aim is to rephrase Atiyah's famous result on the topological

K-theory of the classifying space of a finite group G in the

language of algebraic K-theory, and to prove it for as general

a family of coefficient rings as possible. The role of charac-

teristic classes is to suggest the correct form of the spectral

sequence linking group cohomology and the K-theory of the

classifying space in general, and to help with calculations in

the few cases where enough is known about K*(A) to make these

worthwhile. The best result which we obtain is Theorem 13 below

which states that there is a fourth quadrant spectral sequence

where Gi is a group of l-primary order and 0 is the ring of

integers in,the l th. cyclotornic extension of ~ (I = odd and

regular). Completion is to ·be understand in the i-adie sense,
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but is equivalent to cornpletion with respect to powers of the

augmentation ideal, if we restrict attention to groups of prime

power order. We wish to emphasise that the results we obtain

are certainly not the best possible, and that in particular

the proofs in section three below on extensions of rings of

algebraic integers will need to be expanded in a later version.

There is also considerable overlap with the work of R.Thomason

(see numerous preprints), although we have chosen to work with

etale K-theory rather than with algepraic K-theory with the

Bott element inverted.
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1. General Framework

Let A be a cornrnutative ring with 1, satisfying the follo-

wing conditions:

(ii) The algebraic K-groups K (A)s are finitely generated

groups for all 5 > 0 . Examples of such rings are the finite

fields
t

and rings of algebraic integers 0 in alF'q(q=p )

number field F . For technical reasons it will be necessary

to enlarge 0 to a ring of S-integers by inverting some prime

I - this does not affect the finite generation of the K-groups,

see [D-F1]. Let +BGL(A) be the classifying space for algebraic

K-theory obtained by adding 2- and 3-cells to some classifying

space (unique up to homotopy) for the discrete group

<XI

GL(A) = U GL(n,A) . Consider the negatively graded cohomology
n=1

theory given on the category of countable CW-complexes with

finite skeleta in each dimension by

-s += [s x, ZxBGL(A) ], s:s 0 •

The coefficients of this theory are given by

K (A), s < 0
-s

~ s = 0

o , s > 0 •

If X = Ü xk , where xk equals the finite k-skeleton of X,
k=O

we wish to'restrict attention to those spaces X such that the
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Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence with

r s= H (X,KA (pt.)) converges

to a graded group associated to

short exact sequence

lim r+s k
~ KA (X), and the

has vanishing left hand term. For example let X = BG , when G

is a finite group. Since K (A)
s is a finitely generated abelian

group is finite for all values of r and s , so

that the inverse systems

satisfy condition (F) in [Al page 33, which implies the

Mittag-Leffler condition, op.cit. Lemma 4.6. Again because the

cohomology groups of a finite group with finitely generated

coefficients are finite, the derived functor R1 vanishes, so

that

THEOREM 1. If the ring A satisfies the conditions (i) and

(ii) and G is a finite group, there is a fourth quadrant

spectral seguence

which is strongly convergent to a graded group associated to

KAr+s(BG)
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Before listing the conditions which we would like our

characteristic classes to satisfy, it is convenient to define

the flat bundle hornornorphism

RA(G) -+ KAO(BG) +
== [BG, Z x BGL(A) ] .

Here RA(G) equals the Grothendieck group of finitely genera ted

A(G)-modules which are (stably) free over A, module the equi-

valence relation of short exact sequences, i.e.

[E] = [EI] + [Eil] if there is a short exact sequence

o -+ EI -+ E -+ Eil -+ 0 of G-representation modules over A. If W

equals the disjoint union of the objects WGL(n,A) where W

is the sirnplicial classifying cornplex associated to GL(n,A)

then the operation of taking the direct sum of two rnatrices

induces a free simplicial sernigroup structure on W. If UW

denotes its enveloping group there is a homotopy equivalence

Z x BGL(A)+ ~ Iuw] , and

using this model, it is clear how to construct a flat bundle

map a . Under very general assumptions on A, which hold for

example if A is a field or A = 0[1] , a ring of algebraic
i

integers with a single prime inverted, a is well-defined on

equivalence classes of representations and

a (E I) + a (E ") = Cl (E) , see [Q3, Theorem 2 I] .

The characteristic classes -e(E) of the representation module
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E are the characteristic classes of the "flat GL(n,A)-bundle"

a(E) over BG.

If the ring A satisfies condition (i) and (ii) we would

like to construct a family of characteristic classes

0.(P) E Hj(G,K.(A»
J J

where p: G ~ GL(n,A) iso the homomorphism defining a G-structure

on the A-module E (possibly .stabilised). These classes should

have the following properties:

1 •

1. Given a homomorphism f GI ~ G , then

f*(8.p) ,
J

I
where f· and f* denote the restrietion maps in represen-

tation and cohomology theory.

3. Assurning that there is a natural, associative, (skew) commu-

tative product

K (A) @ Kt(A) ~ K t(A)
S 5+

which induces a product on H*(G,K*(A» , the total charac-

teristic class

n
8., (p) = 1 + r ._e'J' (p)

j =1
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satisfies the Whitney formula

Note that if 1 is the trivial representation, and 8.(1) = 1 ,

then the class G
j

are stable, i.e.

In addition we ask for formulae corresponding to the classical

ones for the components of G'. Cp 1 @A' ~:2) and ß. (A i p)

4 . If 0.
J

is indexed by the natural numbers, then 01 (~) is

defined by the homomorphism G ~ K 1 (A) , which associates to

each element g E G the class of the representing matrix

pdg) . However if the suffix j belongs to the even natural

numbers, as is the case for the classical ehern classes and

the variations on them discussed below, we need some rule

for normalizing the definition of '8 2 (P) E H2 (G,K 2 (A» • In

the most general case the following procedure seems natural:

-
above let p : G ~ K

1
(A) be induced by p • Then since

K
1

(A) is abelian, p factors through the comrnutator sub-

group [G,G] . There 1s an extension of the group of elementary

matrices E(A) by G, induced from the extension

1 ~ E(A) ~ GL(A) ~ K
1

(A) ~ 1 ,

and since the relations in the s~einberg group St(A) are
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rnodelled on the familiar relations satisfied by elementary

matrices, the lift of the map G ~ Out(E(A)) to Aut(E(A))

needed to define the extension can be copied in the Steinberg

group to give

1 ~ St(A) ~ * ~ G ~ 1 •

Since K2 (A) is isomorphie to the centre of St(A) , the

extension (*) is classified by O
2

(p) in H
2

(G,K
2

(A)) . This

putative definition of 02 generalises that of the seeond

Stiefel-Whitneyelass w2 (p) for real representations, whieh

equals the (rnod 2) reduction of c
1

("p) , whenever p has an

underlying complex structure.

5. If the ring A has a natural automorphism # , for example

conjugation if A c ce :, or the Frobenius autornorphism if

A = F , then the characteristic classes of
q

simply related to those of p.

should be

6. In order to use characteristic classes in conjunction with

the spectral sequence we need three filtrations on the

representation ring'- RA(G) , each of which also exists on

KA O(BG) .

(i) Since KO(A) ~ ~ we can define the augmentation map

E : RA(G) ~ Z ; let I = Ker(E) the ideal of represen-

tations with virtual dimension equal to o. Then the

I-adic filtration equals

RA(G) . .. ,
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and topologically defines a n-ested sequence of neighbourhoods

of zero.

(ii) The topological filtration is defined by

(iii) If we introduce exterior powers (Ai) and Grothendieck

operat~ons (yi) into the graded ring K*(A) as in [B, Chapter

1'3], then

RA(G)~ = the subgroup genera ted by monomials of

the form

Note that since we suppose in general that the classes 0j -may

be defined for odd as weIl as for even suffixes j , it is

necessary to define for all suffixes k . However, since

BG is connected, and we may suppose that the Q-skeleton consists

of a single point,

I(G) c RA(G)~OP .

Both filtrations are multipli~ativ~, so k top
I C RA(G)k ' so

that the topological filtration on RA(G) is weaker than the

I-adic. It rfollows that if we filter

A (G) =
co

+ TT Hj(G,Kj(A))
j = 1
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by

= {a = TI a.
j = 0: J

a. = 0
]

for 1 ;;i j ~ k-1} ,

then the total characteristic class e. defines a homomorphism

of filtered objects

e . RA (G) -+ Pt. (G) ,

where the domain is filtered as in either (i) or (ii). Completing

I-adically we have

8./\ ~(G)I -+ A(G) ,

which, even when A = ~ , need not be a monomorphism for an

arbitrary group G.

Turning to the spectral sequence let H'(G,KA~(pt.)) denote

the subgroup of universal cycles on the line of total degree 0 ,
(Xl •

i.e. those elements of ~ HJ(G,K.(A)) which are killed by each
j=O J

differential. Dividing out by the universal boundaries we obtain

a family of _ epimorphisms

Then

lp.
J

H,j(G,K.(A))
J

-» KA(BG)t?P
J

KA (BG) ,~oP1
J +

For all p E RA(G) and all values of7 •

universal cycle, and if p E RA(G)~oP
]

j , C? • (p) is a
J ~ .

then lp.8.(p) equals
J ]
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, modulo elements of filtration degree (j+1)

simple numerical factor.

up to some

Hence wherever they can be defined the family of charac-

teristic classes {0 1 ,0 2 , ... 1 provide a means of. detecting

universal cycles in the spectral sequence. Properties 1. to

5., are not enough to prove the existence and uniqueness of such

classes, except for representation modules having composition

series, such that successive factors are either one or two

dimensional. In order to include more general representations

one needs a good formula for the classes

0.(f , P)
] ..

where p is a representation of some subgroup GI of G.

Using the methods of [E2] or [F-M] it ought to be possible

to find such a forrnula, which under suitable restrictions or

for components of sufficiently low degree reduces to

..8 ~ ( f 1 p) = N ( 0 • p) (f! 1 ) r, r = degA' R ,

where N(.) is Evens' multiplicative transfer, see [E1] . Such

a formula is particularly u5eful if there i5 an analogue of

Blichfeldtls theorem for representations over the ring A, i.e.

for a suitable class of groups (containing groups of prime power

order) an irreducible representation of augmentation greater

than 2 is induced up from a 1 or 2-dimensional representation

of a proper subgroup.
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In addition to characteristic classes we wish to study

the relation between RA(G) and KA(BG) in the hope of

showing that after I-adic completion the,homomorphism a

induces an isomorphism. For various technical reasons we replace

algebraic K-theory with the etale K-theories KA( and

KA( ,Z/i v ) , defined for example in [D-F1, §4] . 5ince there

is a natural transformation (which is cornpatible with transfer)

~* KA*() ~ KA*(

with a parallel definition for finite coefficients, by composition

with a we obtain a flat bundle hornornorphism into ~AO(BG)

which by definition is i-adically cornplete. If A is a suitable

Dedekind dornain with quotient field F , consider the diagram

below, the construction of which is rnotivated by [5, Prop.2.1] .

Here p denotes a prime, and hence maximal, ideal in A.

RF- 1 ('G) --> ilRA/p (G) --'> RA(G) --» RF (G)
d ß Y

P
-1 lLCtCt F P

CtA Ct F

VI VI VI VI

KF- 1 (BG)
A

--> jJKA/p(BG) --> KA(BG) --» KF(BG)
d' ßI Y,

P

The upper row is 5wan's exact sequence extended to the left

by Quillen's higher Grothendieck's group~ (which are modules

over the representation ring, see' [R] ), ß is obtained by

transfer along the projections A ~ A/p and y by extension

of scalars from. A to F . The lower row is localisation in

etale K-theory, justified formally by first carrying out the
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known loealisation argument in the Dwyer-Friedlander model for

algebraie K-theory, and then replaeing geometrie by i-adie maps.

Working from the right 0F and 0p are always defined, 0A if

A eontains an invertible prime. As usual we assurne this, e.g.

1 -1
A = O[t] · The map 0F is then defined as in [R] • The right

hand square eornmutes by naturality, the middle square beeause

the original flat bundle map eornmutes with transfer (eornpare

[A, 26-27]) as does ~* above, see [D-F, §6] . The

eornmutativity of the left hand square is formal, depending on

the definitions of d and d'

In order to make sense of eompletion we have to know that

the representation rings coneerned are finitely generated and free

as abelian groups, i.e. that eaeh representation module is

equivalent modulo shert exact sequences to a unique finite direct

sum of indecomposable modules. For Fand Alp this is immediate,

for A = O[i] we have:

LEMMA 2.

power ·of

1If A = O[~] and G = Gi is a finite group of ~rder a

~ , then RA(G) is finitely generated.
~

Proof. The usual proef of Maschke's Theorem holds, since IGI

is invertible in A, i.e. we can replace an A-splitting by an

A(G
t

) splitting. Hence the ring A(G t ) is sernisimple, and the

classical theory applies.

LEMMA 3. If RF- 1 (G2 ) is a finitely genera ted free abelian group,

" 1
and A = O[i] , the top row of the comrnutative exact diagram above

"rernairts exact when tensored with Xi ' i.e. after t-adic com-

pletion.
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Proof. This is immediate, since we are eonsidering finitely

generated free abelian groups throughout. Note that sinee ~ is

invertible in A , A/p(Gt ) is semisimple for all prime ideals

p •

LEMMA 4. Let 1
A = O[r] , G = Gt . For each of the coefficient

rings Alp, A and F the t-adic and I-adie "topologies eoineide

on the representation ring.

Proof. Recall the argument for this lemma over the eomplex

numbers ~. Let IGI = t e , then (i) t e

n > 0 . To see this eonsider the pair of maps

i*
R(G) > R(l)

related by Frobenius reciprocity. Then i~i*(x) = xi*(1) = 0 ,

because i*(x) = 0 . Therefore -e( t - i* ( 1 ) EI, and

= 0

all module tR(G) .

. 9"e
(x - E (x) ) E R, .• I .

9"e e
= x € ("x) 9"

In other direction (ii)

t e
We have (x - €(x))

Part (i) holds for more general eoeffieientsi because Frobenius

reciprocity does. Part (ii) uses a property of the Adams operations
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whieh holds in any finite extension of Wand in the finite

field A!p , henee also in A, sinee RA(G 1 ) is trapped

between representation rings over fields.

As a purely formal eonsequence of Lemmas 2-4 we have

LEMMA 5. Let 1
A = 0 [ I] , G = Gt and be a finitely

with respect to the l-adic topology, and

gerierated free abelian group. Then if

. all isomorphisms , then so is o.
A

.

1\
CL denotes cornpletion

..... -1
CL F ,CL p and ap are

Proof. This is a.simple diagram chase. In order to prove that

to be epie. For the epimorphisrn one needs the weaker

is a monomorphism, one needs to be monie, and

conditions that and 0. be epic. It is this half of the
p

lemma, whieh,needs no assurnption on 0.;1 , whieh we shall

aetually use in the final seetion below.

Given the frarnework which we have now set up, we can ask

two questions:

(I) Do the classes 0. (pI)
]

generate a subring of H*(G,K*(A»

whieh projects onto the image of ~*?

(11) Does the cornpletion of CL in the I-adie topology

define an isornorphism onto either KAO,alg(BG) or ~AO(BG) ?

In the three sections which follow we discuss both problems

for A =F q (obtaining ·cornplete answers), and for A = O[~]

(where the situation is much less satisfaetory).
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2. Modular Representations

In the case when A =F (q=~t) I a finite field , the answerq

to the test question (11) is the best possible.

THEOREM 6. If G is a finite group the I-adie completion

A
a R F (G) A -->

q
K F 0 (BG)

q

of the flat bundle homomorphism is a continuous isomorphism ,

which is natural with respect to group homomorphisms and field

extensions.

Proof. This depends on the homotopy equivalence between the

spaces Ftpq and

[D-F , Cor.8.6]

+BGL ( F) I see [Q2] and [R] • Because ofq

there is no need to distinguish between algebraic

·and etale K-theory.

The theory of charactersitic classes is equally satisfactory,

since universal classes are provided by the isomorphism , see

[F-P]

where the degree of C.
J.

equals 2i . We obtain these classes

by pulling back the Chern classes in characteristic zero along

the Brauer map BGL ( F q) ~ BGL (CC), I see [Q2] .
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DEFINITION. If p: G -+ GL (n, lF ) c-> GL ( lF) is a represen-:q q

tation of the finite group G, the jth modular characteristic

class equals

c.(p) = p*(c.) E H
2j

(G, 7l) , j = 1,2, ••• n •
] ]

We explain the shift in dimension and the change in coefficients

from the rather experimental earlier definition as folIows. We

have

K 2 . ( lF ) = 0 , K2 · 1 ( ]F' ) D 7l / i 1 •
l q l- q q -

The Backstein homomorphism ß associated with the coefficient

sequence

z > > Z
multn.

induces

» 7l / i 1q -

.6. x(qi_ 1 )
-+ H2i - 1 (GL OF

q
) ,:I) -+ H2i - 1 (GL OF ) ,K

2
. 1 OF )) >_>H2~ (GL OF ) ',Z) -> .

q ~- q q
11

o

Since the order of the universal class c.
~

is i
(q -1) , c.

~

belongs to the image of ß, which is a monomorphism. Hence

there exists a well-defined element

0.' E H 2 i -1 (GL ( lF) K ( lF )), 2' 1 '1 q ~- q
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mapping to c.
1

under ß • Define o (p)

Working with the evenly indexed classes c.
1

or with the

odd classes
i properties 1.-and 2. are satisfied. There .is

an isomorphism from K 1 lF
q

to lF x - ~/ 1 given by taking
q q-

determinants, hence as over CI: c 1 = 8°1 is obtained by

applying 8 to the class in H
1 given by det(p) The only

possible arnbiguity arises from the identification of lF x
q

with

a subgroup of ~x used in the construction of the Brauer map.

Hence 4. is satisfied.

The Whitney surn forrnula (3) holds both for O.
1

and c ..
1

For the latter this follows as over CI: , for the former from

the structure of K*OFq ) as a ring. This can be read off from

the corresponding result for complex K-theory (Bott periodicity)

- again we identify K*ttF
q

) with the kernel of ~q-1

A natural automorphism of lF is the Frobenius map,q

'~r : JF -. lF given by x t--> x P , the effect of which on
q q

representations is measured by powers of the Adams operation

'PP • Furthermore

LEMMA 7. i
k c.(p)

1.

Proof. See [E-M] •

As a corollary of this lemma we obtain a test for the field

is

p • Suppose that

tq = P ,so that F q

of degree t. The

p takes values in GL (n, JE' ) , where
q

the unique extension of the prime field lFq

of definition of the modular representation
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elements of JFq

Hence by Lemma 7

are invariant under tpq, so that tp0 ..:p =

(qi_ 1 )c.·(p) == 0 . This numerical bound
1

p •

corresponds to the familiar result in characteristic zero that

the odd indexed Chern classes of areal representation have

order dividing 2.

In discussing the relation with the spectral sequence we start

with the evenly indexed classes ci(p) , and hence slightly modify

the definition of the y-filtration on RJF (G)
q

to make it even.

For the topological filtration

R JF
top (G)
q,2k

= Ker{R JF (G) -> K lF (BG) -> K JF (BG
2k

-
1
)}

q a q q

= R JF
top (G)q,2k-1 since KJF

even (point) is trivial.
q

(Note the shift in index in comparison with the complex case.)

I (G) k c R JF
top (G)
q,2k

filtrations actually define the

In this case the augmentation ideal

I (G) = RJF
top (G) :;: R JF

top (G) , so thatq,2 q,1

Theorem 6 implies that the two

same topology on the completed representation ring.

Arguing as in the previous section we see that the total

modular Chern class defines a homornorphism

c • R JF (G) -+ A(G)
q

00

= 1 + TT H
2j (G,Z)

j =1

which may be extended to a continous homomorphism of completions.

As a simple illustration let G = Cn ' a cyclic group of order

n with (n,p) = 1 . Assume that q is sufficiently large so
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that F q contains a primitive nth. root of unity ~ . Then if

p is the one-dimensional representation which maps some

generator of Cn to ~ , write x = c
1

(p)- , so that

A (G) = 1 +

a ring of formal power series in one variable over XI . Since
n

q is sufficiently large, the irreducible representations are

n-11,p, ••• ,P , and

n-1 n-1 m
c . ( I m pr) = TI (1 + rx) r .

r=O r r=O

If n = t a prime nurnber distinct from p , the characteristic

of F , the right hand product vanishes if and only if
q m = 0

r

for all r ~ 1 , so that in this case c. is a monomorphism. As

Atiyah shows in the appendix to [A] this is not the case more

2
generally, even when n = ~ - consider the equation

Another simple example is provided by the identity map

GL(n, lF ) -+ GL(n, lF )
P P

Lifted to the complex nurnbers this

is a virtual representation, rather than a homomorphism, the

character of which is trivial at all elements of p-power order.

Again let ~ be a prime different from p . If ht(p) is the

order of the residue class of p in Z/z x , then the cohomology

of GL(n, F) is z-periodic with period 2h t (p) = 2h, provided
. P

n
that 2 < h ~ n , see [B-E, 4.2] . Localising the coefficients
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it follows that the modular characteristic

generates the polynomial algebra H*(GL(n JFp ) '~(i) ~

Next consider the role of the characteristic clas5ses in the

fourth quadrant speetral sequenee

Er ,-2S = 0
2

Er ,-25+ 1 =
2

r
H (G,Z/ s 1)q -

o :;;; r, 1

Since the terms of negative even fibre degree are all zero, there

are no non-zero even differentials d
2j

en~ering or leavipg

terms of total degree zero~ On this line the universal cycles in

degree 2s-1 from a subgroup of

H2s-1 (G K OF) _ H2s-1 (G,:I': / qS -1 )
, 2s-1 q

which contains the elements runs·through

the modular representations of G over lFq • A5 in [T2] the

Grothendieck operation
5

Y is compatible with the Brauer "lifting

of representations, and hence G (p)
s projects to

5
Y ( P- E (:p) )

module terms of higher topological filtration~ However note that

in aeeordanee with our nurnerical conventions

EXAMPLE 8. G = SL (2, lF I)' q'q
t l

= p p ~ 5 ~

The group G has order (q'-1)q' (q'+1) , G is perfeet, and has

eohornological t-period equal to 4 for all primes t * p ~ Since

a p-Sylow subgroup i5 elementary abelian of rank t l
, a p-period
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exists only when q' = p , but in the context of modular

representations this case does not concern us. With coefficients

in XI 5 1
q -:-

(note the different roles of q and ql 1), the

cohomology groups are as follows:

4r
H (G, Z I '5 1)q -

""0
- H (G, Z I 5 1) = eoker (Z I s 1q - q -

--->
xlG\

ZI 5 1)q -

H
4r

+
1

(G, 'EI s 1)
q -

= H4r+2 (G ~I 5 ) = 0 b, ~ 1 ,ecauseq - G is perfeet '..

""-1
- H (G, ZI s 1) =q - Ker (ZI s 1q -

--->
xlGI

XI s 1)q -

Here q and ql are powers of the same prime P i given q'

choose the field of coefficients F q

have

such that t = nt l
• We

4r-1 -4r+1
E '

2
= H4 r -1 (G, 'liJ I 2r 1) - Z I 1'2 1

q - q-
indeed if n is even

all non-zero terms at the E2-1evel of the spectral sequence away

from the origin have the same order.

"z 3 4 7 8... '"~
.. .. ,

"'-
1

"- , , , ,
~/ql'. -1

3
"1\,

"- , , ,
"-

5 , , , , , ,
\;,Z/,., ,2_
~ , ..

7 "\V "

q = even power of q I,

all non-zero terms

except ED,D are iso-
2

morphic, and all

differentials are

trivial.

1

s
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On the line ,of total degree zero consider the term

H4r- 1 (G K ( lF », 4r-1 q - Z/ 1
2 1 •q -

The Brauer character of the lift of to the complex numbers

depends on the eigenvalues of the matrices A E SL ( 2 I lF ,) in
q

sorne extension field. If A = (~ ~) ,where , generates Fq,X ,

since I;; lifts to a primitive root of unity, C 2'(l I [<A».q
4

generates H (G, Z(ql_1» . Similarly if B is an element of

order (ql+1) I which diagonalises over F 2 I then
q'

c 2'( lq' I~B» generates H
4

(G I ~'( q 1+ 1 ) l.. Pulling back this ehern

class along the monomorphism

ß H
3

(G I Z / q 2-1) >-> H
4

(G I Z) - Z / q I (q 1 2 -1 )

we see that E~/-3 is generated by 03'(.l ql ) . Furthermore as a

3*ring H (G / K
3
*( lFq )) is polynomial on this class. Passing to

the Eoo-level of the spectral sequence we see that R~~~1 = R~~P

is generated by yr'(t ql -2) modulo R~~~1 = R~~~2 . Therefore

these Grothendieck classes generate RlF' (G) ,and hence as a
q

\-ring the modular representation ring of SL(2 , F I) is generated
q

by the single class 1, •
q'

Remark. If we wish to study modular representations over small

fields , i.e. with q < ql I then the spectral sequence is a little

more complicated. However for large values of s Z/ 2s 1 will
q -

2
be divisible by ql -1 ,and hence the behaviour of modular

representations of " sufficiently high filtration ll is independent
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of the ground field.

EXAMPLE 9. G = A4 = PSL(2, F 3 ) , the alternating group on four

symbols. A 4 has four conjugacy classes, of which {1} and

{elements of order 2} are 3-regular. Hence there are two irre-

ducible representations over F 3 ' the trivial representation and

o of dimension 3. Furthermore

which is polynomial on two 1-dimensional generators. Write a and

ß for the reductions of the Chern classes of the complex repre-

sentations which map A (resepectively B) ·to -1 . Then

c. (oIA4 ,2) = (1+0:) (1+ß) (1+o.+ß)

of

are

. Comparison of the spectral

cyclic group

226
C 3 (O!A4 ,2) = 0. ß+o.ß EH (C 2

x C 2 ' Z) • However

33233 2
0. + ß ;+ ß0. and 0. + ß + 0. ß

and in particular

an easy calculation shows that

. I
also invariant under the actlon of the

6order 3, and thus belang to H (A4 , ~)

sequences for A4 and c2
xC2 shows that all invariant elements

survive to infinity, and hence that contains

as a subgroup of index 2. Put another way there are insufficient

Chern classes to generate the universal cycles.

Remarks. (i) We work with the class c 3 rather than with 05 to

emphasise the similarity ta ordinary cornplex representations.
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(ii) A similar argument applies to PSL (2, F ).p far all

p c ± 3 (mod 8) , sinee a 2-Sylow subgroup has order 4 and is

isomorphie to c2
x C2 ' compare [T1] .
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3. Extensions of rings of algebraic integers

Let 0 be the ring of integers in a global number field F ,

and A = 0[1] , with t a rational prime, which will usually be

odd. In contrast to the previous section it is not irnmediately

obvious that there are characteristic classes in Hj(G,K.(A))
J

although Grothendieck's theory of "mixed ehern classes" does at

least provide a means of detecting universal cycles in the Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequence. Indeed, working with the ring A

rather than with same extension of its field of fractions does

allow us to avoid problems raised by the huge Galois cohomology

of F. However we shall find it more convenient to work with

etale K-theory rather than with algebraic. If the (mod t)

cohomological dimension of. A is sufficiently small, the

coefficients KA*· (point) can be calculated using the etale

cohomology of Spec A , which are known, at least in principle,

see [D-F1] or [D-F2] . In particular we have

LEMMA 10. The groups K.(A) are'finitely generated for all j .
J

If ! is odd, the groups ~Aj (point) are finitely generated

Z -modules.

Proof. Quillen has proved that K . (0)
]

is finitely generated,

[Q1] . The same holds for K. (A)
J

by the localisation exact

sequence in algebraic K-theory (compare the construction of the

commutative exact diagram in section one). The second statement

follows from the existence of the natural surjection
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<.p • K . (A) e ~ -+ K. (Spec A), j ~ 2 ,
J J J

see Theorem 8.7 in [D-F1] , or alternatively from knowledge of

the etale cohomology groups and the spectral sequence below. When

j = 1 or 2 , use Proposition 8.2 in the same paper. When t = 2 ,

the same conclusion holds, provided that 1=1 € 0 •

,Dwyer and Friedlander establish the existence of a spectral

sequence linking cohomology and etale K-theory, op.cit. Proposition

5.2 and 5.2. Thus let X be a connected simplicial scheme over A

of finite (mod~) cohomological dimension. Then there is a natural,

strongly convergent fourth quadrant spectral sequence

(9 (~)
2 s-r

) q KA (X, 1t / t \) )

Replacing Z/9.,\)

obtain KAs-r(X)

by X
t

_ and etale by continuous cohomology we

in the limit. We need the assumption of finite

dimension to ensure strong convergence in both cases, and by .-
.. s
~,.( "2)

conven.tion Z / .t,v vanishes, unless s is a non-negative

even integer. Let Y be another finite dimensional scheme over

A admitting G as a finite group of operators and write

X(k). = EGk x Y ,
G

with G acting on the right on EG and on the left on Y. Here

EGk is a finite dimensional approximation to an (algebraic) model

for the classifying space of G. Such certainly exists - for

example allow G to act on sufficiently high dimensional Stiefel
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variety via an embedding in some unitary group. In particular

let Y = Spec A with trivial G-action, and if t is not

odd, again suppose that !=1 E 0 .

PROPOSITION 11. Let A = 0 [1], R. = odd or 1='1-: E 0 • There
t

is a strongly convergent fourth quadrant spectral sequence,

natural with respect to ring extensions and group homo~

morphisms

Proof. This is the limit spectral sequence obtained from

lim X(k) = EG x Y , i.e. we define the equivariant cohomology
k~c:o G
groups of y to be the Borel groups. The Künneth formula gives

a short exact sequence

o ~

@ (§)
1 t 2

@ xt (H s - 1 (G, Z), H (Spec A, Z/tV )) ~

r=s+t

are finite torsion groups, the same holds for

6H~)
t 2m Hom(Hs(G, Z), H (Spec A, Z/~V )) ~ 0 .

r=s+t

Since the cohomology groups of G with coefficients in Z

Er,-s d
2 ' an

hence, as in the first section, the inverse limit lim E(k)r
2
,-s

<~

satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition. Similar considerations

show that the spectral sequence converges to KA*(BG, X/Iv)

rather than a homomorphic image, i.e. R1 lim is trivial.
<](

Passing to the limit with V we can replace Z/tV by the

l-adic integers Zl ' so long as we work with continuous
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cohomology, and take a little care with the edge terms of

the spectral sequence, see [D-Fl] Proposition 5.1 and the

remark following its statement.

Given the spectral sequence in Proposition 11 we detect

universal cycles by means of the Grothendieck characteristic

classes

2 · @j
c. (p) E H J(spec A,Gi P v ) E E2j ,-2j

J 9, 2 •

Recall from [G] that these satisfy properties 1. to 4. in the

first section. In particular normalisation (4) takes the form:

is

= units ('0.[1.].) def1nes a 1-dimensional represen
9.. .

L 1s determined by an element in

p : G -+ A*if

tation module L, then

1
H (Spec A,GiA*) , and using the Kummer exact sequence (9..

invertible in A!)

o -+ PtV -+ A* -+ A* -+ 0 ,
I'V

a t-> a9..

we define
2

c 1 (p) = ß [ L] E H (Spec A, G; p 9.. v) • (A t th i s po int we

interpret the Kummer exact sequence as an exact sequence of

abelian sheaves with operators.) The discussion of the total

ehern class as a 'homomorphism 1nto A(G) , defined in the

obvious way, and the definition of the topological and

y-filtrations on RA(G) , are similar 'to the case of finite

fields. In order to see that c. (~) 15 a universal cycle it 1sJ .

nece55~ry to look a little more closely at the definition of
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yj in etale K-theory. One way to do this is via the projective

A-scheme Grass represen~ing locally free coherent sheavesm1n
of rank n genera ted by m global sections. In the limit

over ~ this gives a model for the classifying space BGL(~)

which admits a self-map yj corresponding to the classical

operation on vector bundles. Working backwards mimic the

construction of y~ and obtain an algebraic map "';;

yj . Grass ~ Grass (m andA . m,n m,n n large). Composition

with yi then defines yi(X) E ~A(X) with.a similar construction

for finite coefficients.

As in the classicalccase a 1-dimensional representation

of a finite group G is determined by its first Chern class.

Furtherrnore it is clear from the spectral sequence that

E2 ,-2 = E2 ,-2 and that if
2 «I

p is 1-dimensional, coincides

1with y (p~-1) = p~1 , modulo elements of filtration level 4.

More generally the class cj(p) E E~j,-2j survives to infinity

as yj(pJ ' modulo elements of level 2j+2 . We show this first

for sums of 1-dimensional elements, and then use a splitting

principle [A-T, Thm. 6.1] , which holds, since using the

Grassmann scheme again KA(BG) is a special A-ring.

Although the Grothendieck classes are naturally associated

with the Dwyer-Fr±edlander spectral sequence, in line with the

frarnework of the first section we wish to make a first tentative

approach to classes

with coefficients in

0. associated with the spectral sequence
J

Kalg(A) . Consider the projection map
s

given by the Kilnneth formula
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2j k ~j

e Hom(H 2 '_k(G, Z), H (Spec A, Ptv ))
k=O J

C j (P) jl--------> {C'j,k (p)} •

Since cd (Spec A) S 2 , we need only consider the components

v
c. 0' c. 1 and c. 2 · c. 0 is the (mod.2) reduction ofJ, J, J, J,

the usual ehern class, obtained by embedding A in the complex

numbersi the other two components are more interesting. Put

x = Spec A in the non-equivariant version of the Dwyer-Fried-

lander spectral sequence, and obtain isornorphisrns

~j
kH (Spec A, PtV ) ~ 1 , 2 •

It follows that c. k(P) belongs to a summand of
J ,

H2j - k (G Ket (A Z/n'V)) , and for any ring for which the, 2 j -k ' N

Quillen conjecture that the isornorphisrn above still holds with

algebraic K-theory replacing K-theory, i.e. such that ~k is

an isornorphism see [D-F1] , we will obtain a sequence of classes

G2j - k . These will have at least some of the properties öf section

one, although it is clear that the Whitney surn forrnula (3) rnust

be replaced by something more cornplicated.

EXAMPLE 12. c
1

(p) deterrnines a cornponent of mixed type

e 1 ( p) E H1 (G, H1 (SpecA, lJ 9. 'J ) )

The coefficients are in turn deterrnined by a short exact sequence
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o -+ A* 1 \)
(A*) ,9,

where the term on the right equals the kernel of multiplication

by
\)

9, , and hence vanishes if this group has/no 9,-torsion.

Consider the special case when G = C't· , a cyclic group of

order
1

with 0 =Z(Z;) primitive ·tth-roott , A = .[ -] , C; a
t

of unity and \) = 1 . Then (compare the claculation in Lemma 4.4

of [D-F2] H
1 is an extension of the direct sum of (9,+1)/ 2

copies of X/ t by a finite group which, vanishes if t is

regular. Note that the number of summands in A* is determined

by the Dirichlet unit theorem together with the fact that
-1

t

generates a further free summand. Let 01 (p) denote the pro-

1
jection of e 1 (p) in H (er' (Pic A) LI?,)) == Pic (A) (,Q,) , since

thi~ group is elementary and therefore killed by multiplication ,

by ,Q, • From the point of view of representations an ideal A

representing a class in Pic(O) can be thought of as a one-

dimensional representation of over A (extend the

scalars from Z to
1Z[1] ). The discussion shows that G (p,)

, 11.

1s non-zero if and only if the order of A in the Picard

group equals ,Q,. In particular, if ,Q, is regular 8,(PA) = 0 .
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4. Completion of the representation ring

Let us continue with the ring of coefficients from

Example 12. If ~ is odd and regular, the ~-adic homot6py

type of the classifying space KA is determined by the fibre
~

square

....
KA > TTu

I"V"""" 9.-1
-2-

VI 1
....

FtpqK:JF 6.t: > * see [D-F2], .I'\NV\q ~

Here is a rational prime number whose image in the ~~adic

* *units Zf is a topological generatör of Ker( Z~_,~ ~/f-1)

In order to understand this homotopy equivalence, first

claculate the (mod t) etale homology, thus as in Example 12,

o , i ~ 2, (9, i s odd)

H. (5pec A
J.

ZI ) =

xl , i = 0
.2.

(9.+1) rwl J.'
2 .... t.' = 1, (,.2. is regular)

It follows that there is a (mod~) homology equivalence

between (Spec A)~t and V 51, . Interpret the etale
.t + 1
~

fundamental group as the Galois group of a maximal unramified

extension of A, and allow n 1 (5pec XE;]) to act on Z; via

the action of the Galois group on roots of unity. The homology
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equivalence above then implies, that apart from a wedge of

circles (corresponding to the copies of U ~n the upper right

hand corner of the fibre space) the t-adic homotopy type of

Spec A is determined by the last circle 8
1 with fundamental

group having a generator which maps to a topological generator

*of Ker ( Z t -+ XI ~-'1) • (Taking the kernel allows for the

replacement of x[l] by A .) Replace the circle S1 by a
t

copy of (Spec lFq) et ,- with q as above, obtaining f

Spec( lFq)et v V t .- 1/2S' -+ Spec O[t]et . The relation between

etale K-theory and cohomology discussed in [D-F1, § 5] is strong

enough to give the t-adic homotopy equivalence claimed in the

diagram.

Now let G = G
t

be a finite group of order equal to a

power of t . Since [BGi,U] = 0 , see [A]

[BG t ,~

with a similar statement for K-theory with coefficients in the

finite ring Z/9.,'J • ,Lemma 2 implies that RA(G t ) is finitely

generated, and the choice of q as topological generator of

Z is equivalent under the Brauer lifting from lF to ~ to
q

an identification of RlFq(G t )

invariant under the action of

with those representations

G acts on the t-primary roots of unity contained in a

sufficiently large finite extension of W. This means that
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The right hand inclusion is clear, and at least if [ is an

odd prime, we may identify RA(G t ) with the Galois invariant

subgroup.

THEOREM 13. If Gt is a finite group af order t
e (1 = odd

and regular), then the ~-adic completion af the flat bundle

homomarphism

is a cantinuous isomorphism.

Proof. This follows fram the dicussion abave, Theorem 6 and

Lemma 4.

For the prime 2 the situation is not quite so simple.

When A = Z[~] ane obtains the 2-adic homotopy type of

~~] from the fibre sqare

U[~] > BO

1 1
~3

~ F1J13 > BU
2

The prime 3 plays the role of q in the odd case, that is 3

*maps to a tapological generator of Z2/{±1} . Turning to

representation rings define B 2 by the pull-back diagram
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B2 ----------> RO(G 2)
,,
I,
I
I

~ VI

Sinee the complexifieation (c) and the Brauer map (Br) are

both injective, we ean consider B2 as a subgroup of RU(G 2 )

which can be identified with the subset of elements invariant ~

under the action of TI; (Spec Z[~]et) on the 2-primary roots

of unity. (The spaee BO enters into the determination of the

2-adic homotopy type, since for a ring 0' of algebraie integers .'__ -

2i+1 r 1H (Spec 9" z/2) ~ (z/2) , where r 1 equals the number of

real embeddings of the quotient field.) The elements of

1R z[~] (G 2) are certainly Galois invariant in this ~ense, and

hence contained in B2 . The familiar example of representations

of quaternion type shows that for an arbitrary 2-group this

inclusion is proper.

Arguing as for an odd prime tone sees that B2 (2-adic

completion) is isomorphie to ~ Z[!J (BG 2) . The proof needs'the

fact that a F
A is an isomorphism for F =F3 ' m and ~ ~ the

middle case depends on [A-S, Thm. 7.1] . In all three eases

2-adic eompletion 1s equivalent to I-adie completion (Lemma 4

again) , and 15 given by tensering a finitely generated free

abelian group with Z2 . This preserves exactness, henee
....

alB 2 is an isornorphism onte

Remarks. There are versions of the theorem just proved with
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t = 2 and 9,\ = odd and regular.

If one uses algebraie rather than etale K-theory, then since
.....

the Dwyer-Friedlander map ~* is split, a maps the completed

representation ring onto a direet summand of

Ko[l]alg {BG9,) 0 Zt .

Although Theorem 13 depends on the description of the 9,-adie
....--:r--.

homotopy type of KA given in [D-F2] some further information

can be extracted from the eornrnutative exact ladder at'the

end of the first section. Let A be the ring of integers in a

global nurnber field F with the prime tinverted, and let

RF- 1 (G9,) --> ilRA/p {G~} --> RA(G9,) --» RF(G9,)
d P

.~- ß y

I -1 lil~p I~A I~F°F
VI VI VI

~F-1 (BG9,)
.....

--> JlKA/P(BG,Q.,) -> KA (BGt ) -» KF (BG 9.)
d' P ß I y'

By Theorem 6 each eompleted map a
p

1s an isomorphism, sinee

AI is a finite field. In certain eases we have just shown that.p
".

0A is also an isomorphism, where in both eases completion is

to be understood in the t-adie sense. Take the tensor produet

of the upper row with ~t - exeept perhaps at the left exactness

is preserved. An easy diagram chase, which uses no assurnptions

on 0;1 , shows that if
.....

and
....

a
p

are isomorphisms, then

so 150F . This proves part of
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THEOREM 14. Let ~ be an odd regular prime and G~ a finite

group of order apower of

....

. Then

is a continuous isomorphism.

Proof. The diagram above with

an isomorphism over the tth.

1
A = X[s,-] shows that

~-

cyclotomic field W(s)

0. is

. Finite

Galois descent holds for etale K-theory

0. restriets to an isomorphism between

[D-F1, § 7] , hence

.... inv
RW(s) (G~) and

KW(BG
t

) . Since t is odd the Galois invariant representations
....

coincide with RW(G

It would be interesting to have a more direct proof of the

last theorem, which would apply to fields more general than those

lying between Wand W(s) , and without restricting I to be

regular. The evidence that such exists as folIows: as a conse-

quence of A.Suslin's description of the algebraic K-theory of

algebraically closed subfields of ~, see [T2] ,

where completion is again t-adic, and the cohomology theory-on

the right can be taken to be either etale or algebraic. This

follows because the coefficients differ only by uniquely

divisible groups, which make no contribution with dornain space

BG~ . Choosing etale K-theory the problem is to show that
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....
KW(BG2.) - KW(~) (BG~)

where ~ is an ~-primary root of unity of sufficiently high

order, since such an isomorphism certainly exists for the

cmmpleted representation rings. Apriori such an isomorphism

looks improbable, given that K*(W(~)) has a huge component

coming from the Brauer group of W(~) • However it is possible

that it makes no contribution to be K-theory of BG~, since

it corresponds to mapping into copies of U - compare the

calculation of the t-adic homotopy type of the spectrum

;0[1] above.
R,
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